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LAKE OSWEGO has many kinds of wild animals that thrive in our neighborhoods.  Most of these are relatively 
common animals such as birds, squirrels, raccoons, opossums, skunks, coyotes, deer and many many 

more.  When wildlife habitat is reduced because of development these wild creatures look elsewhere for food, water and shelter.

These animals are often attracted to our neighborhoods and yards because they are highly adaptable, opportunistic feeders, who can easily 
adjust to changes in environment.  Many of these animals can eat a variety of plant and animal material including food often left out by 
people.  When given a choice between a meal that has to be chased or one that is easily found in a backyard, they will always pick the easy 
meal.  Everything these animals do is related to food, water and shelter availability.

By making modifications to our behavior and our homes, most conflicts with wildlife can be greatly reduced or avoided.

Deer - Don’t Feed Them
Well-intentioned people often feed deer and other wildlife without 
realizing the problems feeding can create. 

 ■ Artificial feeding concentrates wildlife, which leads to the easier 
spread of disease and parasites. 

 ■ Feeding deer attracts their natural predators like coyotes and 
cougars to areas of human activity. 

 ■ Once wildlife associate people with giving them food, they come 
to expect it. 

 ■ Feeding will invite more deer to your property and encourage 
them to stay. 

 ■ Artificial feeding can cause deer to become habituated to 
humans and aggressive towards them. 

 ■ Concentrating deer in human-settled areas can lead to an 
increase in vehicle collisions and conflicts between wildlife and 
pets. 

 ■ Concentrating deer can hurt habitat by encouraging excessive 
grazing.

Every year, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW) also sees 
seemingly healthy deer die because they have been fed the wrong 
food by well-intentioned people. Their diet requirements actually 
change with the seasons and are best met by native forage. 
Deliberately feeding deer may inhibit digestion and lead to death 
by starvation or infection.

ODFW does feed deer at several wildlife areas during the winter, 
to keep them off adjacent agricultural lands where they damage 
crops. These feeding programs are long-term commitments that 

require significant financial and staffing resources. Feeding starts 
early in the season so deer digestive systems do not have to quickly 
readjust to new food types, and continues every day, no matter 
what, until forage conditions improve. Feeding areas are located 
away from human-populated areas to decrease conflicts. ODFW 
also conducts disease testing at some feeding sites.

For more information, please visit ODFW’s webpage at www.dfw.
state.or.us or call your local ODFW field office or ODFW Headquarters 
at 800-720-6339. 
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Owls for Controlling Rodents
Encourage owls to nest in your yard and reduce rodent populations 
in an environmentally safe way. Lake Oswego is home to several 
species of owls including the Common Barn Own, Screech Owl, 

Barred Owl and Great Horned Owl.  A pair of Barn Owls with five 
chicks for example, will eat at least 3,000 rodents in one breeding 
season.  Because Barn Owls are not as territorial as some other owl 
species, it is possible to have several nest-boxes in action, with scores 
of owls working in one area.

Residents can encourage owls to nest by providing appropriate 
nesting sites as the birds are attracted to almost any snug, 
dark cavity.  Many owls will tolerate a fair amount of noise and 
commotion around their nest, but not all, as long as they are not 
directly threatened. While the food supply remains dependable, the 
owls will return season after season.   

Owls can greatly reduce the local rodent population. But they won't 
wipe out the rodents, that's not how nature works, balance, not 
destruction. The owls will help control rodent populations, keeping 
their numbers in manageable proportions.  Preventive measures and 
effective trapping will do the rest.

To purchase owl-nesting boxes you can check out your local bird 
shop or the Audubon Society of Portland at 503-292-9453. 
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Coyotes
On any given day, the City of Lake 
Oswego receives multiple calls from people 
expressing their concerns and asking 
questions about the wildlife they see in their 
neighborhood. While the nature of those 
calls varies, a common focus of concern is 
the urban coyote.

Our most frequent callers are pet owners 
who fear for their safety and that of their 
pet. As a general rule, coyotes want nothing 
to do with us, but they will eat small pets.  
Coyotes don’t differentiate between a 
house cat and a rabbit. They both represent 
something edible, but there are some things 
pet owners can do to lessen the chance of 
losing a pet to a hungry coyote. 

Aided by their intelligence and adaptability, 
coyote populations are flourishing.  Most 
of the time coyotes are considered to be 
more of a nuisance than an actual threat.  
However, when dealing with wildlife, 
prevention is always the best action when it 
comes to avoiding, minimizing or correcting 

problems especially with coyotes.  The 
greatest number of conflicts between 
humans and coyotes are those in which the 
animal has been habituated to a residential 
area by the behavior of human beings.  
Removing food sources and access to 
shelter can greatly reduce conflicts.

Additional tips:

 ■ Always keep your pet close to you, 
under control and on a leash. Choose 
the times to feed and exercise your pet 
wisely, keeping in mind that most coyote 
activity is in the early morning, dusk and 
at night.

 ■ Keep food locked up and always feed 
your pets indoors. Avoid coyote habitat 
such as areas where they have been 
frequently spotted. In the spring pups 
arrive and adults are more territorial and 
protective of their young.  Keeping pets 
on a leash and staying on pathways will 
help reduce the potential for human/
coyote conflicts.

For more tips on living with and reducing conflicts with coyotes and other wildlife, please visit Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife at 
www.dfw.state.or.us/wildlife/living_with/docs/urbanwild.pdf or Audubon Society of Portland at http://audubonportland.org.  You can 
also contact Diana Smith-Bouwer in the Public Information Office at 503-635-0257 or dbouwer@lakeoswego.city.
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Wildlife Crossing
The fall season is another time when conflicts with wildlife can be a challenge.  For young 
wildlife our many roads and trails provide easy travel corridors but put these young 
inexperienced creatures close to fast heavy moving vehicles and folks using the pathway 
system.  Be alert as you drive through our wooded areas and curvy roadways.  Deer often 
jump across the road without warning as any time of day.  When you see wildlife on or near the 
roadway, reduce your speed and try to stay in your lane.  Many serious crashes are the result 
of drivers swerving to avoid wildlife.  If you see an injured animal in or near the roadway, please 
pull over and call the Police non-emergency number at 503-635-0238. 

Tree Squirrels
Western gray, Douglas, American red and northern flying squirrels 
are all native in Oregon and can be found in Lake Oswego. Two 
non-native invasive species, the Eastern gray and Eastern fox squirrel, 
are the most common found in the area.  These non-native squirrels 
aggressively compete with the native squirrel populations for food 
and nesting habitat, and require less territory to persist and spread 
disease to native populations.  Unfortunately, these non-native 
squirrels have a high reproductive potential, diverse food habits 
and a high tolerance of human activity, which is allowing them to 
expand their range. 

In an attempt to halt the spread of these species, the Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) has a number of rules in 
place:

 ■ These squirrels cannot be relocated within the state (unless on 
the same property: for example, removing a squirrel from your 
attic to your yard).

 ■ If injured, these squirrels cannot be rehabilitated - they must be 
humanely euthanized. 

 ■ Don’t feed squirrels - squirrels fed by humans lose their fear of 
people and become aggressive when they don’t receive food 
as expected.

 ■ Remove bird feeders if squirrels are a problem.
 ■ Eliminate access to buildings.
 ■ Trim limbs and trees 6 to 8 feet away from buildings to prevent 

squirrels from jumping onto roofs.

 ■ Focus control efforts on physical barriers, habitat modification 
and deterrents. 

 ■ Do not pick up an injured or orphaned squirrel.  Wildlife cannot 
be held in captivity or moved without a permit from ODFW (ORS 
497.308). 

Squirrel bites are the most common type of wildlife-related bite 
reported to ODFW, and almost every reported bite can be traced 
back to feeding squirrels.  Contact your physician and local health 
department immediately for further advice. 
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